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An Ebook Tops Editor’s Pick for Best Books of the Month (December 2021)From A.G. Riddle,

the worldwide bestselling author of The Atlantis Gene, Departure, and Winter World, comes an

epic standalone novel with a twist you’ll never forget.After a mysterious global event known

only as “The Change,” six strangers wake up in an underground research facility. They soon

learn that they’re part of the Extinction Trials—a scientific experiment to restart the human

race.But the Extinction Trials hides a very big secret.And so does the world outside.Selected

Praise for A.G. Riddle“...reads like a superior collaboration between Dan Brown and Michael

Crichton.”—The Guardian on Pandemic“I finished the book fast because I just couldn’t wait...”—

WIRED GeekDad on Departure“Riddle... keep(s) the focus on his characters... rather than the

technological marvels”—Publisher’s Weekly on Departure“This is apocalyptic sci-fi at its

best.”—Daily Mail on The Solar War“Well-constructed and tightly-wound as a fine Swiss watch

—DEPARTURE has non-stop action, an engaging plot and, of course, wheels within wheels.”—

Diana Gabaldon, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Outlander

An Ebook Tops Best Book of December 2021: Riddle is a master of rethinking humanity’s near

future, and The Extinction Trials delivers more of the page-turning surprises that his readers

have come to expect from previous books such as Winter World and The Atlantis Gene. As the

book opens, the Change is upon humanity, and only a few people are saved from the

cataclysm. These folks awaken to learn that they are in the Extinction Trials—an experiment

designed to figure out scenarios that can restart the human race. I always appreciate that

Riddle’s characters try to do the right thing against heavy odds and in the midst of a

corkscrewing reality, and I recommend him as a great match for those who enjoy Andy Weir,

Martha Wells, or Arkady Martine. —Adrian Liang, Ebook Tops Books --This text refers to the

hardcover edition.
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selected praise for A.G. RIDDLE“Reads like a superior collaboration between Dan Brown and

Michael Crichton.”—The Guardian on Pandemic“I finished the book fast because I just couldn’t

wait...”—WIRED GeekDad on Departure“Riddle makes an effort to keep the focus on how his

characters react to each other (including to their future selves) rather than to the technological

marvels that reshaped their world.”—Publisher’s Weekly on Departure“Well-constructed and

tightly-wound as a fine Swiss watch—Departure has non-stop action, an engaging plot and, of

course, wheels within wheels.”—Diana Gabaldon, #1 New York Times bestselling author of

Outlander on Departure“This is apocalyptic sci-fi at its best. Plot and character are masterfully

woven together…”—The Daily Mail on The Solar Waralso by A.G. RIDDLEA Completed

TrilogyWhen the world enters a new ice age, a group of scientists venture out into space

seeking the cause. What they find there may hold the key to humanity's survival. Or

extinction.A Completed TrilogyIn Antarctica, an expedition discovers an ancient structure,

buried in the ice.In Jakarta, an autism researcher finds a breakthrough therapy.These two

events seem unrelated, but they are the keys to unraveling the greatest mystery of all time—

the truth about human origins—and possibly beginning the next stage of human evolution.A

Completed Duology(Published in 2017)In rural Africa, an outbreak of a new kind of pathogen

begins. The CDC sends a team to investigate, but they soon learn that there is more to this

pandemic than they ever imagined. It may be the start of a new era of human civilization.A

StandaloneFlight 305 from New York to London took off from our world, but it crash-landed in a

very different one. Now the crew and passengers must work together to unravel the mystery of

what happened to their flight—and the world they left.For extras & Bonus Content, Visit:About

The Extinction TrialsAn Ebook Tops Editor's Pick for Best Books of the Month (December

2021)THE END… IS ONLY THE BEGINNING.After a mysterious global event known only as

“The Change,” six strangers wake up in an underground research facility where they learn that

they’re part of The Extinction Trials—a scientific experiment to restart the human race.But The

Extinction Trials harbors a very big secret.And so does the world outside.From A.G. Riddle, the

Ebook Tops Charts and Wall Street Journal bestselling author with nearly FIVE MILLION

COPIES sold worldwide in twenty languages, comes an epic STANDALONE adventure with a

surprise ending unlike anything you’ve ever read before.Published in North America

by .Published in print in the United Kingdom and commonwealth territories by .Copyright ©

2021 by A.G. Riddleall rights reserved.printed in the united states of america.The Extinction

Trials is a work of fiction. Names, characters, places, events, and incidents are the products of

the author’s imagination or are used fictitiously.No part of this book may be reproduced in any

form or by any electronic or mechanical means, including information storage and retrieval

systems, without written permission from the author, except for the use of brief quotations in a

book review.978-1-940026-30-5 — hardcover isbn978-1-940026-29-9 — paperback

isbn978-1-940026-31-2 — e-book isbnedition 1.0.0Discover other great authors and their

books at:ContentsStay in the LoopProloguePART IChapter 1Chapter 2Chapter 3Chapter

4Chapter 5Chapter 6Chapter 7Chapter 8PART IIChapter 9Chapter 10Chapter 11Chapter

12Chapter 13Chapter 14Chapter 15Chapter 16Chapter 17Chapter 18Chapter 19Chapter

20Chapter 21Chapter 22Chapter 23Chapter 24Chapter 25Chapter 26Chapter 27PART

IIIChapter 28Chapter 29Chapter 30Chapter 31Chapter 32Chapter 33Chapter 34Chapter

35Chapter 36Chapter 37Chapter 38Chapter 39Chapter 40Chapter 41Chapter 42Chapter

43Chapter 44Chapter 45Chapter 46Chapter 47Chapter 48Chapter 49Chapter 50PART

IVChapter 51Chapter 52Chapter 53Chapter 54Chapter 55Chapter 56Chapter 57Chapter



58Chapter 59Chapter 60Chapter 61Chapter 62Chapter 63Chapter 64Chapter 65Chapter

66Chapter 67Chapter 68Chapter 69Chapter 70Chapter 71Chapter 72Chapter 73Chapter

74Chapter 75Chapter 76Chapter 77Chapter 78Chapter 79PART VChapter 80Chapter

81Chapter 82EpilogueThank YouAbout the AuthorDon’t miss A.G. Riddle’s next book.Join the

email list at:subscribers also get free books & exclusive content.To the brave souls who keep

going—even when it feels like the world is ending.PrologueThe dinner host tapped his

champagne glass with a fork.The ding-ding-ding echoed through the vast dining room, drawing

the attention of the sixty guests.“Tonight, I’d like to pose a simple question: what is the destiny

of the human race?”He let the words hang in the air for a moment.“We all know the answer. At

some point, our species will go extinct.”He paced the room, all eyes following him.“How? What

will be our end? Artificial intelligence? Will our undoing come at the hands of an AI project one

of your companies is working on? Or maybe another one of your pet projects? Will genetic

engineering splinter our species, making some of us obsolete, setting off an unimaginable war

between the next humans and the ones left behind?”The host turned and paced again,

stopping in front of a pair of doors that opened onto a wide stone veranda. Beyond, waves from

the ocean crashed upon the rocks, a soft symphony punctuating the speech.“Let’s assume, for

a moment, that our extinction won’t come at the hands of one of our inventions. After all, we’re

not here tonight to point fingers. Tonight, we’re here to find a solution—to whatever awaits

us.”Murmurs erupted around the room.The host pressed on. “Consider how vulnerable we are.

A solar flare could destroy our planet in the blink of an eye. A supervolcano could blot out the

sun, and starve us and freeze us into extinction. Would we stand a chance against an alien

invasion? Perhaps our end will come from an old enemy: a pandemic—maybe a more deadly

version of a pathogen we’ve already lived through.”A sea breeze swept in through the doors,

tugging at the man’s white hair.“And there’s another great question that should haunt us all:

why do we seem to be alone in the universe? Is that a clue to our true destiny? Tonight, I’d like

to propose a simple solution to those twin enigmas that have always haunted us.”He held his

hands out to the crowd, palms up.“We know the truth: we can’t stop what’s coming. We can’t

prevent the next extinction event. What we can do… is control what happens after. That is the

key to the future.”He let his hands drop to his sides.“What I’m proposing is a new kind of

experiment. A project with one purpose: to restart the human race after the Fall. A project that

will witness the rebirth of our species and unravel the deepest secrets of our existence. I’m

calling it The Extinction Trials, and I want you to be part of it.”PART IThe FallChapter OneEvery

morning, before work, Owen Watts visited the nursing home.The halls were mostly empty. Only

a few doors stood open. Residents sat outside their rooms, knitting or reading, glancing up as

he passed, most staring at his uniform.At his mother’s door, he paused and peered in.Owen

had a dangerous job, but that moment every morning was easily the most frightening he faced

every day. One morning, he knew he would find the room empty. The narrow bed made. His

mother’s pictures and belongings gone.But not today.She sat in a chair by the window, a book

in her lap.He breathed out as he crossed the threshold, his heavy footfalls drawing his mother’s

attention, and instantly, a smile.Life had taught Owen the value of time. How precious it was.

How quickly things changed.His work had left scars on his body. Life had left a few on his soul.

They were what made him cling to the time he had left with his mother.“Reading anything

good?” he asked as he took the seat across from her.“Well, I just started. But it looks

promising. An original premise. And a likable main character.”She studied him a moment.

“What’s the matter?”“Nothing.”She cocked her head.“Work,” he said simply, hoping she would

drop it, knowing she wouldn’t.“What about work?”“Work… is getting weird.”“Weird how?”“Weird

as in I’m slowly being replaced by robots.”“It’s safer that way.”“True.”“You’re worried about what



you’ll do next—when the robots have completely replaced your job.”Owen smiled. “You can

read me like one of those books.”“That’s what mothers are for.” She paused. “I know what’s

really bothering you.”He raised an eyebrow.“Your limitation.”Growing up, Owen’s mother and

father never used the word handicap. Limitation—that’s the word they used. Because everyone

has limitations.“Can I bore you with a piece of advice?” she asked.He exhaled and

nodded.“Life isn’t about your limitations. They matter far less than you think. You make a living

doing what you’re good at. That’s what’s important—your strengths, not your limitations.”“I’m

going to put that on a t-shirt. That’ll be my new job. T-shirt salesman.”She smiled. “Always a

tough one. But I know you listen too. And I know you’ll land on your feet. You just need a little

faith. In yourself, most of all.”She reached over to the bookcase and took out a small paperback

and handed it to him.He read the title: The Birthright. He opened it and flipped to the first page

and read it:Every human is born with a birthright. That birthright is happiness. Our greatest

challenge to achieving happiness is not the obstacles we encounter in our life. The true barrier

to happiness lies inside of us—and it’s the one thing we can’t ever escape: our own mind.From

birth, we are educated on countless aspects of life, from personal hygiene to personal finance,

but there is no widely accepted curriculum for understanding and managing our minds. Indeed,

almost every human remains the victim of their own mind throughout their entire life, never

learning to master it, or manage it, or even understand it. The Birthright was written to change

that. This book is an owner’s manual for a human mind. If you read it and do the maintenance it

recommends, your mind will run smoothly. It will break down less often, and in the end, it will

take you to your birthright. Indeed, a well-tuned mind is the only road to true and lasting

happiness.Owen closed the book. “It’s not exactly… my type of thing.”“Your type of thing?”“Self-

help books.”“It’s not a self-help book—not that there’s anything wrong with them. The Birthright

is a book about science and psychology, and most of all, understanding yourself and the world

around you.”“Wonderful,” he muttered. “By the time I read it, the world will probably be changed

again.”“The world is always changing. Always will be. The key to success is accepting that the

world will keep changing. The ideas in that book transcend worlds and time.”Owen’s armband

buzzed. The three fast pulses signaled an emergency alert. He activated the band and read the

message.“Sorry, Mom, my disappearing job needs me.”“An alarm?”“Probably just a false alarm.

See you tomorrow morning.”He hugged her and turned to leave, but she called to him, “Owen,

don’t forget the book.”Fifteen minutes later, Owen was in the front seat of the fire truck,

barreling through the city, sirens blaring. The truck wirelessly shut down the traffic lights and

crosswalks ahead. Driverless cars pulled to the side and waited as the hulking vehicle rumbled

past.Owen studied a tablet and called to his two teammates behind him.“It’s a kitchen fire.

Oasis Park Building. Eleventh floor, unit 1107. Auto fire suppression has already extinguished

it.”He was about to continue when the pleasant computer voice of the central AI came over the

truck’s speakers.“The apartment building has fifteen floors and seven hundred and twenty-

three registered residents. Scout drones confirm sixty-five infrared signatures currently inside.

There is one adult female and one juvenile female in unit 1107. Vital signs normal.”Owen set

his tablet down, annoyed. The AI didn’t even trust him to give the briefing. What bothered Owen

the most was that he had to admit the AI was more efficient at the briefing than him. And, in a

raging fire, he was glad to have the robots there. They never panicked. They were built to

withstand extreme temperatures. Most of all, they were replaceable. Humans were not.He

didn’t miss the danger of fighting fires. But some days—a lot of days lately—he missed going

home after his shift and feeling like he had made a difference in someone’s life.This

assignment would probably be like the last ten: he’d investigate the source of the fire (likely

human error), explain what happened to the resident, and provide safety tips on how to avoid



future fires.The two firefighters in the backseat had each been on the job less than a year. They

were staring out the window with the same sense of excitement Owen had felt fifteen years

ago when he had joined the department. He wondered what they would be doing in fifteen

years. If they would even be needed.Another alert popped up on the screen. A resident in unit

403 in the same building had just reported a gas leak. The unit’s safety detector hadn’t gone

off. That was strange. Maybe the resident was confused.“Selena, take 403. Confirm the gas

levels and do a welfare check on the resident. Call an ambulance if they seem

disoriented.”“Copy, Lieutenant.” She smiled, seeming happy to have her first solo

assignment.“Cole, we’ll take 1107. Pay attention. You’re taking the lead on the next one.”He

nodded. “Yes, sir.”On the tablet, three more alerts appeared in buildings across the city—all gas

leaks. That was very odd. Was it a malfunction in the detectors? Or maybe a prank: kids

hacking the sensors and making false reports.As the truck rolled to a stop, the rescue drones

took flight. They would circle the building, waiting, arms at the ready to take anyone who

needed to be evacuated from the building.Firebots detached from the truck and marched

toward the building, clanking on four legs, long arms outstretched, fire suppression tanks on

their backs like jetpacks.Owen stepped out and led his team into the building, the sixty pounds

of suit and kit barely slowing him. He climbed the stairs as protocol required, feet pounding on

the concrete. At the seventh-floor landing, he was barely winded, but Cole leaned over,

panting, hands on his knees. Sweat covered his face behind the clear mask.“Gotta log more

gym time,” Owen called over the radio. “Training is half the job. Always—”“Be prepared,” Cole

said between gasps. “Copy that, sir.” A few seconds later, he said, “I’m ready.”At apartment

1107, Owen pressed the doorbell with his gloved hand and waited. Cole was still breathing

heavily behind his mask. When no response came, Owen pressed the doorbell again.“Central,

confirm occupants and vitals in 1107.”“One adult female. One juvenile female. Both vitals

normal.”Owen banged on the door. Maybe the ringer was malfunctioning.“Selena, what’s your

status?”He stabbed the doorbell and pounded the door again while he waited.No

response.“Selena, do you copy?”Silence over the radio.“Central, confirm Selena’s location and

status.”“Selena is in unit 403. Vitals normal. Communication systems check failure.”Cole

stepped closer. “Want me to check on her?”“No. Let’s get a status here first.” Owen eyed the

door. “Central, open unit 1107.”The lock clicked and Owen strode in and stopped cold.A

woman about his mother’s age lay on the floor. He rushed to her, jerked the thick outer glove

off his right hand, and exhaled when he felt a faint pulse.“Central, send an ambulance. Adult

female unconscious. Probably asphyxiation.”Owen glanced at his arm panel. Oxygen level

normal. The panel had to be malfunctioning too. And so was central: it had confirmed normal

vitals. The occupant was out cold.Something was wrong here.He replaced his glove and the

suit re-pressurized.“Central, I’m ordering a mandatory building evac. Possible gas leak and fire

risk. Broadcast it and have the bots execute.”“Confirmed, Lieutenant.”“Selena,” Owen said,

standing up. “If you read me, get out of the building.”It didn’t add up. This many malfunctions? It

was impossible.The apartment was likely filled with gas. The unconscious woman indicated

that. Unless she had been affected by something else? An intruder. Or a medical condition.

Better safe than sorry.“Central, vent unit 1107.”Owen stared at the floor-to-ceiling windows in

the living room, waiting for one to open slightly.Nothing happened.“Central, I repeat, vent unit

1107.”No response.“Vent it, Cole.”“Sir?”“Get your ax out and make a big hole in that window.

Right now.”The young man had only used his ax in training a few times—and probably never

expected to use it in the field, except perhaps in the oldest homes, and only after the firebots

were destroyed, and he was the last line of defense. But Owen was proud to see his younger

teammate unsheathe the shiny ax and charge toward the window.Owen dashed down the hall,



throwing doors open as he went. The second door on the left opened to a child’s bedroom.

Posters of teen idols covered the walls. A jewelry box sat on a table, cheap imitation necklaces

and bracelets spilling out as if it was a treasure chest waiting in an undiscovered cave. On the

narrow bed lay a young girl, eyes closed, unmoving.Owen moved like a man possessed,

quickly, automatically. He scooped her up, kicked in the door to the bathroom, and laid her

gently in the tub. He was about to check her pulse when fire exploded through the

apartment.Chapter TwoIf the pain didn’t stop soon, Maya Young was certain she would die.Her

muscles burned.Her heart hammered in her chest.Her pulse throbbed in her neck.Her body

was drenched in sweat.She wasn’t alone in her misery. The cycling class was filled to capacity,

thirty women pedaling their stationary bikes to the music, huffing, glancing up periodically at

the instructor, who was barely winded. The woman was a mix of a suburban mom and a

military drill instructor. Her friendly, housewife exterior hid a merciless personality that seemed

to delight in inflicting pain on those in her spinning class.“Come on, ladies, one final push!” the

instructor yelled. “Crank it up and let’s do this. No pain, no gain!”Maya reached down and

turned the bike’s resistance dial—just one click. She heard others cranking even higher, the

sound like a hundred camera snaps going off at once, the clicks a disembodied guilt trip

saying, “Why aren’t you turning yours higher like everyone else?”She pumped the pedals,

breathing hard. It felt like her bike had bottomed out in quicksand. She better get a ton of gain

for this pain. Speaking of, if she ever met the person who first said, “No pain, no gain,” she

would punch that person in the face. Hard.After what seemed like an eternity, the instructor

stopped pedaling and began clapping.“Okay, that’s it! Nice job, everyone. See you again

tomorrow. Reminder to check the schedule online tonight. Enrollment for the next eight classes

opens at six.”Maya stepped off the bike and staggered on wobbling legs to the lockers. When

she had first toured the gym, she had fallen in love with the cycling studio, with its exposed

rafters, antique brick walls, and shining wood floor. Now she barely noticed. It was just a really

well-decorated torture chamber.Outside, sirens blared. A moment later, a firetruck rumbled

past the plate glass windows, red and blue lights flashing. Maya paused at her locker to

watch.When the truck was gone and the siren had faded, Maya’s friend Zoe closed her locker

and said, “Guilty confession: hoping the class is full by the time I log in tonight.”“Same,”

Candice said, pulling her messenger bag on. “I’ve got two, maybe three weeks max left in me.

Remind me again why we’re doing this?”Maya, Zoe, and Candice had made the current

exercise pact late one night while slightly intoxicated. At the time, it had seemed like an

unquestionably good idea.“I think,” Maya said, “it had something to do with becoming more

attractive, finding a mate, and advancing life stages.”Zoe glanced up theatrically as if

contemplating. “If this is the cost of mating and advancing life stages, I’m opting out. I’m okay

with being slightly overweight for the rest of my life. And single.”A crackling laugh erupted from

Maya, almost involuntarily. Her lungs hurt, she assumed from the exertion. The laugh turned to

a cough, and she brought a hand up to cover her mouth. She froze when she saw the red

specks. She stared for a moment in disbelief.Candice moved closer, squinting at the red

droplets on Maya’s hand.“Hey, are you okay?”A wave of dizziness washed over Maya. Her legs

went numb. She reached out for the locker but couldn’t grip it. The floor rushed up as her vision

spotted. She felt arms around her, someone saying, “Maya?”Then muffled voices. Someone

prying her eyes open. And finally:“Call an ambulance!”Chapter ThreeThe blast threw Owen

against the wall.Fire reached into the room like a hand, fingers red and orange, singeing

everything they touched, racing across the floor, charring the bath mat and flowing over the lip

of the tub, reaching for the girl. Her clothes burned. Her hair caught fire. Flames licked her

face.Owen’s vision spotted as he watched helplessly, willing his stunned body to move.He bent



forward and reached out with his gloved hand and stamped out the fire in her hair and

clothes.“External speaker on,” he said between gasps. “Can you hear me?”Her eyelids lifted

slightly, revealing bloodshot, watery eyes and a far-away look. Her lips parted, but no words

came.Another explosion rocked the apartment.Owen leaned forward, hovering over her, his

core muscles straining under the suit’s weight.No fire seeped into the room this time.He was

sure then about what the explosion had been: the apartment door had blown open. Pressure—

or an explosion—in the hall had been strong enough to take it off its hinges. The building

shouldn’t have let that happen. It should be suppressing any fires, and venting any pressure

and smoke to the roof.There was something very wrong here.“Hang in there,” he said through

the suit speaker. “I’m going to get you out of here.”The girl closed her eyes as Owen lifted her

and ran back to the living room.As he suspected, the outer door to the apartment was gone. In

the living room window, there was a gaping hole where it had exited the unit. Fire raged in the

hallway, sucking oxygen from the opening.Cole sat on the floor, blinking.“Central, I need

multiple evacs at 1107. Stat.”No response came.Cole pushed up on his legs and staggered

over, mouth moving but no sound coming over Owen’s radio.“Cole, can you hear me?”The

younger man just stared. His chest was heaving, from nerves or exhaustion or both. He

reached up to pull his helmet off, but Owen reached out, caught his hand, and mouthed, No.

They needed the helmets and the suits more than they needed to communicate.“Any firebots,

do you copy?”Silence again.Owen mentally rifled through the options. He needed to get to the

window and flag an evac drone. Still holding the girl in his arms, he marched over and peered

out, expecting to see one or more of the hovering monstrous drones, arms outstretched,

waiting.But none were there.What he did see shocked him.And terrified him.The city was

burning.Fires consumed every building in sight, raging behind glass and bursting through

windows and sending black plumes into the sky. Apartment buildings, office buildings, stores—

they were all burning. How? It was impossible. This couldn’t be real. For a moment, he almost

felt listless, the weight of the girl lying limp in his arms gone, his limbs wavering. His gaze

drifted down to the eight-story brick building across the alley. It was burning too, but the roof

was clear. Its vents hadn’t worked either.Movement at the door caught Owen’s attention,

snapping him out of the haze. A firebot sauntered into the room on four charred legs.“Firebot,

we need evac—”The bot lifted an arm and sprayed sticky white fire suppressant. It hit Cole

directly in the faceplate, blinding him.Owen’s first thought was that the bot had malfunctioned. It

must have assumed that Cole was on fire. Then it turned its arm to fire at Owen. He turned just

in time to feel the white substance coat his side and the girl.The floor vibrated as the bot bound

forward, arms outstretched, charging toward Owen.It was a nightmare.The bot was built to

withstand fire and carry a family from a burning building. Owen didn’t stand a chance against it.

On his own, he might last a few seconds. Holding the girl… it was hopeless.Owen bent to set

the girl down, ready to fight—But the bot slammed into the floor face first, front legs mashed

together.Cole. Even blinded by the suppressant on his helmet, the young man had lunged for

the bot—a desperate move that had worked. He had caught its legs and held tight.With his

arms still around the bot’s legs, he reached a hand up and cleared the fire suppressant from

his faceplate. The bot reached back and dug its pincers into Cole’s arm. Owen saw Cole’s

mouth fly open, a silent scream. But still, the young firefighter held on, trying desperately to

keep the bot down. He wouldn’t succeed much longer. He looked up at Owen, eyes full of tears,

and he mouthed a single word.Go.Owen bent down, picked up the girl and glanced at the open

doorway. Fire raged beyond. And more firebots were waiting in the building.Behind him, the

gaping hole left by the door looked out on the burning city. And the building below.Owen

turned, gripped the girl tight to his chest, and ran as fast as he could through the



window.Chapter FourMaya awoke to a loud droning all around her. She was lying on her back

on a cold, hard surface.Her mind was cloudy, as though she had been drugged, and it was only

now wearing off, its effects still lingering.She squinted at the bright light circling her. She was in

a cylinder not much bigger than Maya herself.A woman’s voice came over a speaker, booming

in the small space.“Please stay still, Miss Young. The test is almost complete.”“Test for what?”

Maya shouted over the hum of the machine.“We’ll explain soon. Just lie still, please.”After that,

the seconds ticked by like an eternity. The machine buzzed rhythmically. A blue light inside the

cylinder’s white walls moved up and down the length of her body.Finally, it beeped, and the

glow dimmed and the table holding her slid out. A man in green scrubs pushed a wheelchair in,

parked it beside the table, and held out a hand for Maya.Instinctively, she froze.Something was

wrong here.Something about the man put her on edge. She didn’t recognize him, but silent

alerts blared in her mind. Was it the glint in his staring eyes? His physique?Or was she

imagining it all? Was it the haze of whatever sedative they had given her for the test?She sat

up and swung her legs off the hard platform, aware that the hospital gown would gape open.

The man kept his eyes fixed on her, his hand held out. Was that another clue? Or was he a

genuine human being just doing his job?“What’s going on?” Maya asked, hoping his answer

might offer clues to two questions running through her mind.“Not my department, ma’am. I’m

just transport.”She took his hand and he guided her to the wheelchair. Without another word,

he pushed her through the halls, where nurses both human and robotic bustled about and

doctors spoke orders and questions into headsets connected to the hospital AI.Her room held

a single, narrow bed and a small bathroom in the corner. Maya’s clothes hung on the back of

the door. Her handbag lay on a rolling bedside table. But it was the view out the window that

drew her attention. Three columns of black smoke rose across the city.She needed to check-in.

The fires could be part of an attack that was related to the organization she had been

investigating.She was so consumed with the scene outside that she didn’t hear the door click

shut. Or the man moving behind her.She felt a cold, flat object press against her neck.Then,

her training and instincts took over.Adrenaline shot through her bloodstream—apparently

enough to save her.She leaned away.Just in time.The injector fired and clicked but didn’t make

contact with her skin.Instead of trying to flee the man, she did what he least expected. He was

bigger than her. And he was in a superior position. What he wasn’t expecting was for her to

attack.She grabbed the injector, momentarily shocking him. He leaned forward, reaching for it,

but Maya was quicker. She stabbed it into his neck and pressed the trigger—once, twice, and a

third time, his eyes growing wider with the sound of each click. Then, like a switch had been

thrown, his face grew slack, eyes went glassy, grip loosened. He staggered, reached up to his

ear, and held a finger behind it.“Mission… fail. Subject… escaping. Backup—”He collapsed in a

heap.Maya stood on shaky legs and held onto the end of the bed as she shuffled to the side

table that held her handbag. She had to hurry. His backup could be seconds away. She drew

out her armband from the handbag and activated it.“Ops,” a female voice said.“I’m

compromised.”“Cover?”“Blown.”Maya’s head was pounding now, from the drugs or the exertion,

she wasn’t sure. Or from her condition, whatever that was—and she had a very good idea of

what that was.“Request?” the voice asked, still betraying no emotion. Maya wondered if it was

a real person or an AI. She held the armband as she moved to collect her clothes from the

bathroom door.“Immediate backup.”“Routing request.”“And I’m sick. I think they did something

to me. I think I have the Genesis Virus.” She glanced at the columns of smoke. There were five

now. Black clouds filling the sky. “What’s happening out there? The fires?”“Probable cyberterror

attack. We’re investigating—”“It’s them. It’s connected. I think they tried to take me out before

they launched this attack.”“Noted.”Maya was about to pull on her clothes but reconsidered. She



eyed the man on the floor, his chest slowly rising and falling.She was in no shape to run. Or

fight. Without the injector, she wouldn’t have stood a chance against the man.That left one

option: hiding. But there was something she had to do first.“I need you to check on my family,”

Maya said. “My mom and sister live in the Oasis Park Building. In unit 1107.”“Confirmed.”At the

window, she peered down. Seven auto ambulances were parked directly below. As she

watched, one pulled away, lights flashing on.The window didn’t open fully, but she could push it

out slightly, just enough to slip the armband and her clothes through and drop them on top of

an ambulance.Her first choice was to leave the room and put some distance between her and

whoever was coming. But that was too risky, and she wasn’t moving very well.The bathroom

was too exposed.The bed was open below, offering no cover.That left the closet. She opened

the door and peered inside. It was empty, only a single metal rod and two hangers.She pulled

two sheets from the bed, wrapped one around herself, and draped the other over the rod. She

slipped behind it and pulled the closet door closed.Her legs were still shaky.She pressed

herself against the back wall and let herself slide down until she was lying on the floor. She

arranged the sheet around her to cover her feet and head, then tucked her arms inside.Beyond

the closet, she heard the door to the patient room open.Chapter FiveOwen held the girl tight

and twisted, turning his back toward the roof looming below. Pain lanced through his chest

when he crashed down. The girl flew from his arms as his vision faded to black.When he came

to, he wasn’t sure how much time had passed. He coughed hard, lungs aching. He forced his

eyes open.Smoke swirled around him like a thousand ghosts dancing around a funeral

pyre.Through the wisps, he caught a glimpse of his surroundings. He was still on the roof, lying

on his side.The girl was ten feet away.Unmoving.He watched her as he drew shallow, ragged

breaths.He waited, hoping, willing her to move.He twisted his head, drawing a shooting pain

from his neck.He tried to take a deep breath, but it was useless. One or both of his lungs were

collapsed. He didn’t have long.With a shaking hand, he reached over to his arm panel, which

was flashing wildly with alerts. He was about to activate the emergency beacon, but the suit

had already done it. At least that part of the AI was still functioning.A high-pitched alarm

sounded from his external suit speakers. His helmet emitted a strobe light that blasted across

the roof toward the girl.Teeth gritted, he pushed off with his right arm and rolled onto his back,

letting the light shine into the air.He doubted anyone would see it. Smoke filled the sky like a

thousand dark birds circling the city, diving down to feed on the burning, crumbling buildings.He

tried to slow his breathing, fighting to keep his eyes open. But his breaths grew tighter, as

though he were breathing through a shrinking straw.He tried to turn his head, but the pain

stopped him. His head broke out in sweat and his chest burned through the pain, but he

pushed, turning his head. He wanted to see her. He wanted to see her roll over and look at him

and for her to be okay.He watched, but she still didn’t move.A moment passed.Black clouds

tumbled over each other and piled up, a smoky ceiling lowering down onto him, a coffin door

closing.His breaths grew shorter until it felt like he couldn’t breathe at all, as though there was

nothing to fill beyond his throat. Even when he forced his eyes open, there was darkness,

splotches flowing together at the edges.The suit was either torn or punctured because he

tasted smoke in his mouth and nose now. The black clouds had engulfed the roof. He willed his

vision to clear as he gazed through burning eyes, trying to find the girl, hoping to see her

moving. He saw only a billowing black curtain.Suddenly, the clouds parted, the black swatted

away like demons reeling back. Owen couldn’t believe what he saw: a helicopter—with a

human pilot. He hadn’t seen that in a long, long time.Like his job, flying a helicopter was

dangerous. They flew themselves now. Or most new ones did.This helicopter was older, and it

bounced as it set down on the roof, and two medics jumped out, carrying a stretcher, running



toward him.With his last strength and breath, Owen lifted his arm, held out his finger, hand

trembling, and pointed away from himself, toward the girl.Chapter SixIn the closet, Maya

listened to the footfalls, trying to count how many people had entered the room.Two, she

thought.A man was the first to speak.“Her handbag is here. Clothes are gone.”A woman spoke

next. She was closer to Maya, bending over the man on the floor, perhaps.“Leon, can you hear

me?”“Bring him around,” the man said.Maya heard a click, then a long, low groan from the man

on the ground.“What happened, Leon?” the other man asked, closer now.“She… got away

—”“She’s half your size and infected with GV—”“That doesn’t matter,” the woman said flatly.

“Where is she, Leon?”The man said nothing. But Maya heard the other two moving about the

room. He must have pointed. Or shaken his head.The door to the bathroom opened. Someone

stepped inside.Then the closet door swung out. A hand reached in, snatched the sheet

hanging over the rod, and pulled it out. Maya felt it tugging at the sheet that covered her

below.She held her breath.“Just linens,” the man said as he tossed the sheet back into the

closet. It fell on top of her as the door banged shut.“Polestar,” the woman said. “We need a

location on subject seven-four-one.”“Who cares?” the man spat out. “She’s got GV. And The

Change is happening as we speak.”“Great,” the woman muttered. “She’s in an ambulance four

blocks from here.”“Just let her go,” the man said.“We can’t. She knows too much. Come

on.”Maya’s plan was to wait in the closet until the door to the room opened again. She

assumed that the next person to open that door would be her backup.But the door didn’t

open.The help she needed never arrived.She didn’t know how much time had passed, but she

was starting to feel weak. She felt wetness on her upper lip—what she thought was sweat.She

wiped it away with her fingers, felt the stickiness, and knew it was blood.She unwrapped the

sheet around her and pushed the closet door open.The room was dark. Was it night?Had it

been that long?Then she realized: it wasn’t night. Smoke blotted out the sun. The city was

burning.Another trickle of blood ran from her nose. A throb of pain erupted in her head.Her legs

buckled. She extended a blood-soaked hand to the bed, gripped the rail, and pressed the call

button.“I need help.”Chapter SevenOwen’s hearing returned first, but his vision wouldn’t clear.

He lay in darkness, listening to the voices around him. They were muffled and far away, flowing

together, as if he were at the bottom of a well, the people at the surface, talking about him.One

voice finally broke through the din. It was a man, his tone gruff and weary.“…multiple

fractures… punctured lung. Under normal circumstances, he’s out of here in two weeks. But as

things stand, I think we have to label him category ten. Nine at best.”A woman’s voice: “His

injuries—”“Are quite treatable,” the gruff man said. “But our issue, frankly, is time. He should be

in intensive care. And he would be in there for two weeks. Minimum. We could use that bed to

save thirty people in that time. Let’s move on.”The woman: “Wait. Can we talk about this? What

happened to him?”“He jumped from a building.”“Third one in a row for me,” another man

said.The woman again: “Wait, I just found his file. He’s a firefighter. Saved a young girl. She’s

probably going to make it.” A pause. “Look, we’ve got—”“Katarina, we can’t do this all day,

okay? We’ve got to keep moving. He’s a ten.”A silent moment stretched out.Then the gruff man

again: “Fine. Fine. We’ll put an eight on him and that’s as far as I can go.”When Owen woke

again, his vision had returned.It still hurt to breathe. Both legs throbbed in pain. The left was far

worse.He was in a large open room. He heard voices all around him, some talking, others

crying out, an unsynchronized chorus of agony. A white sheet hung from a cord that

surrounded his bed on four sides, preventing him from seeing the other patients.He tried to sit

up, but the pain held him down.He lay there, staring at the ceiling, his thoughts touching places

that hurt as much as his body: first, his fellow firefighters—Cole and Selena. Had they made it?

They were in the building.And the girl from 1107? The doctors who had argued over him had



said she would make it. Had she?Finally, his mind settled on his mother. Was she alive? Safe?

How much time had passed?And where was he?The ceiling above was high, and from the way

the sound echoed around him, he assumed the room was cavernous. A warehouse, perhaps?

Faint footsteps approached, and he leaned his head up just in time to see a nurse bot stride

into his cubicle, its body covered in shiny silver metal and milky white plastic. The head was a

weak attempt at human form: the face was nearly flat, with a glass screen that showed an

image of eyes and a mouth, but could likely display vitals and other information to patients and

doctors. The bot held an injector in its left hand.“Get away from me.” Owen’s words came out

awkwardly, as if he had a mouthful of dirt.The bot stopped. “You are due for your pain

medication—”“If you come closer, I’ll bash your glass face in.”“Are you refusing treatment?”“Get

out.”“Without pain medication, you will—”“Get out. Now.”It turned and marched away without

another word. Seeing it reminded Owen of the firebot that sprayed Cole and pinned him down.

His rage built as he thought about it.He was still stewing over that when a tall man with close-

cropped hair pulled back the white sheet to Owen’s cubicle and entered. The man’s eyes were

focused yet expressionless. He wore a ribbed black sweater that only partially hid a muscular

physique. Owen figured him for military.“Mr. Watts, my name is Parrish. I’d like to ask you some

questions.”“I’d like to ask you some too.”A smile tugged at the edges of Parrish’s mouth and

quickly disappeared. “Mind if I go first?”Owen nodded.“You responded to a fire alarm in the

Oasis Park building. In unit 1107.”“That’s right.”“You jumped out of a window carrying a young

girl. What happened to her?”Owen stared a moment, then laughed. “That was going to be my

first question for you. She’s not here?”“No.”Silence stretched out. Then Parrish asked, “Do you

know what happened to her mother?”“She was in the apartment when we arrived, alive but

unconscious.”Parrish nodded, seeming to consider that.“Can you tell me what happened to my

team? Cole and Selena?”Parrish shook his head. “No. I’m sorry. I don’t know.”“What’s

happening out there?”“We think the fires were part of a widespread terror attack.”“The firebot

attacked my crew.”“There have been similar reports around the world. Someone hacked the

robots and AI and embedded systems.”“Who?”“We believe a scientific terror group is

responsible. But there are other possibilities.”“Such as?”“An artificial intelligence uprising. Alien

invasion. Some even think it’s the government.”“Why hack the bots? What’s the reasoning

behind the attack?”“That’s also unknown. There are rumors that this event is the start of

something called The Change. But we don’t know what that is yet.”“What organization did you

say you were with?”“I didn’t say.” Parrish turned to leave. “Thank you for your

help.”“Wait.”Parrish paused.“Is my family okay? My mother?”“Sorry. I don’t know.”Parrish

grabbed the white sheet, ready to pull it back and leave, but something caught his eye. He

leaned over the chair where Owen’s clothes and firesuit lay crumpled, and he picked up the

paperback copy of The Birthright.“This yours?”“Yeah,” Owen replied.Parrish turned and looked

at Owen with renewed interest. “Where’d you get it?”“My mother gave it to me.”Parrish walked

back to the bed, laid the book at Owen’s side, and picked up the medical tablet hanging on the

bed rail. Whoever the man was, his retinal scan gave him access to the information.“Eight,”

Parrish mumbled as he read, his face betraying a shred of disappointment.“What’s an eight?”

Owen asked. “What does that mean?”“It means this is probably the last stop for you.”Parrish

scrolled through the information, then glanced back down at the book by Owen’s side.“But it

shouldn’t be.”Chapter EightMaya woke in a hospital bed in a large open space. Curtains

divided the makeshift patient rooms.Muffled conversations and cries of pain filled the space.

She listened for a moment, hoping for clues about where she was.Her head pounded. Moving—

even slightly—caused a low, throbbing pain. She winced as she sat up.It wasn’t just the pain:

her brain was foggy, probably a result of whatever drugs they had given her. They impaired her



movement too. Her limbs felt three times heavier than normal. She wanted desperately to get

out of bed, to get dressed, and get out of here. She needed to escape; she knew that much,

but to her surprise, she didn’t know why.She felt the urge to get somewhere. An image came

into her mind—of her mother. Yes, that was it. She needed to find her mother. And sister. But

why? Instinctively, she felt that they were in danger. But from what?Beyond the curtain, three

figures stopped in the corridor, their shadows looming, voices low.Maya fought to sit up,

straining to make out their words.“…scan unlike anything I’ve seen.”“…not equipped to deal

with anything like this.”“Just put ten for now.”A machine on a metal pole by the bed beeped.

Liquid flowed into the IV running to Maya’s arm, and a few seconds later, sleep overtook her.A

man was standing over her when Maya awoke. Instantly, she tried to reel back, but her body

still wouldn’t cooperate.He put a hand on her shoulder and pushed her down into the bed.“Hey,

relax. It’s me.”The man had close-cropped hair and wore a black ribbed sweater.“Can you see

me, Maya? It’s Parrish.”Her voice came out breathy and labored. “I can see you.”“But you don’t

know who I am?”Maya shook her head.His grip on her shoulder loosened as he exhaled, voice

now a whisper. “What have they done to you?”“Who? What’s wrong with me?”“We believe

you’re infected with the Genesis Virus. Or GV. Do you recognize that name?”It sounded

vaguely familiar, but try as she might, Maya couldn’t form a thought about what it was. She

shook her head.Parrish pressed on. “What about Genesis Biosciences? Do you know what that

is?”The words triggered a memory in Maya’s mind.She saw herself walking through a security

checkpoint and scanning a plastic ID. After a beep, she stepped forward and stared into a

retinal scanner, which flashed green. A door ahead opened, revealing a large lobby with a wide

desk, where three guards sat, watching screens. A lighted sign above read Genesis

Biosciences, with a tag line in slanted letters below: An Infinite Better Tomorrows.Maya wove

her way through the building’s crowded corridors to a locked door, where she stooped to bring

her eye level with the retinal scan. It flashed and promptly gave her access to a small room.

She stepped inside, and as soon as the door behind her closed, one to her right opened,

revealing a locker room where two women were undressing.“Morning, Maya,” one of them

called over her shoulder.“Hi, Sydney. How’s Oscar?”“Slept through the night. First

time.”“Victory!”“I might actually get some work done today.”Maya made her way to a cubby with

a digital display that read, “Dr. Maya Young.”She stripped down naked, folded her clothes neatly

and retrieved a tight-fitting undergarment from the shelf and slipped it on.The next room held

six airtight suits with tanks on the back. She suited up and entered the airlock… and then the

memory ended.“I used to work there.”Parrish lifted his head, smiling quickly. “Yes.” He nodded.

“You did.”“I worked in a lab.”“Exactly.”“I was a scientist.”Parrish cocked his head and spoke

slowly, carefully. “Yes… technically.”“Technically? What does that mean?”“It means… your life

was somewhat complicated.”“Could you possibly be any more vague right now?”Parrish eyed

the white curtain around them. Beyond, dozens of muffled conversations were interrupted by

the occasional shout or wail. “This is not really the place to discuss it, Maya.” He placed a hand

on her shoulder, gently. “I used to call you Hazel. Because of your hazel eyes. Do you

remember that? It was your… code name. Does that bring back any memories?”“No.”Parrish

nodded, seeming disappointed. “Do you remember what you were working on? Please, it’s

important.”Maya tried to go back to the memory, but it was gone, like a dream that was fully

formed upon waking but slipped away in the moments after.“No.”Parrish nodded, clearly

disappointed. “That’s okay. Do you know what The Change is?”“The Change?”“It’s some kind of

project. Or process. Or event. We’re not sure. Do you remember anything about it?”“No.”“Do

you remember meeting me? The first time we met?”“I’m sorry. I don’t.”“You and I were going to

meet again—today. You were going to give me something. Do you know where that item



is?”Maya focused, trying to retrace her steps. She remembered being in the hospital. Being

scanned. Hiding. From whom?“No. All I remember is getting sick. And hiding. Someone was

looking for me.”“We’re dealing with that.”“How?”“We’re going to get you out of here and take

you somewhere safe.”“Where?”“That’s… also complicated.”Maya exhaled. “What can you tell

me?”“I can tell you that you’re going to be okay. And we’re looking for your mother and

sister.”PART IIThe StationChapter NineWhen Owen woke, the pain was gone.Except for his

eyes. A dull ache started there and radiated into his head.He opened his eyes, but he saw only

white—and felt more pain.He shut them tight and listened. It was utterly quiet, the only sound

the soft beating of his heart. That in itself was strange—the idea that he could hear his own

heart beating.He reached up, but his hands almost instantly hit a solid wall. It didn’t feel like a

wall, more like a block of ice. The surface was frigid. The impact made an echoing gong sound

in the space.He realized then that the wall he had hit wasn’t ice. It was glass. With each

passing moment, his mind seemed to work a little better. Sensation throughout his body

returned.Carefully, he raised his hand and felt the frigid glass that surrounded him. He was in a

cylinder of some sort, that much was certain. He was completely naked. Tubes were attached

to both of his arms.He tried opening his eyes again. Slowly, the white he saw resolved into a

view of the ceiling and three lights there, distorted by the curvature of the glass cylinder that

held him. Somewhere beyond his view, a red light flashed, strobing the room.A loud pop

sounded and the glass rose. Air hissed in—cold air, hitting him like an electric shock, making

him convulse.An alarm blared—the sharp sound synchronized with the flashing red.The cold,

the pain from the light, and the piercing alarm overwhelmed Owen, a sensory assault

smothering him.He closed his eyes and was curling into a ball when strong hands grabbed his

arms and hauled him up and out of the cylinder. The person didn’t even bother to disconnect

the tubes in his arms. The lines jerked free with a stab of pain that was only barely noticeable

over the chill pressing into him.His feet hit the floor, which was so cold it sent a wave of shock

up from his feet.“Put these on.” The voice was male, calm, serene even—a stark contrast to the

alarm.Owen cracked his eyes enough to see a young man. He was slender and lanky, with

short blond hair. He pressed a black sweater into Owen’s hands. The garment was thick and

ribbed, with something sewn inside. Owen pulled it on immediately. The young man pressed a

finger into a chest patch on the sweater, and it instantly began heating up, infusing Owen’s

torso with warmth.Still, his breath came out in a puff of white fog, his voice scratchy, as if he

hadn’t used it in a very long time. “Who… are you?”“Call me Bryce.” The young man reached

for a pair of pants and boots that lay on a silver metal cart nearby.Without a word, Owen

slipped them on. Bryce bent over and tapped similar patches on each, and the garments

warmed.Suddenly, the lights snapped off, plunging the room into darkness except for the glow

of the panel beside the glass cylinder and the red strobe light.Then the lights came back on,

flickering, unsteady at first.“Where—”“I’ll tell you what I know,” Bryce said quickly, grabbing

Owen’s arm. “But first, I need you to help me wake the others.”The young man pulled Owen

forward with surprising strength.For the first time, Owen took in the room. There were seven

glass cylinders similar to the one in which he had awoken. They were all empty. Several metal

carts were strewn across the room, also empty. On the far wall hung three screens, all off, one

cracked.Bryce tugged him toward the door until Owen fell in behind him, struggling to keep up.

It was as though his body was slowly coming alive again.Outside the room was a narrow

hallway. Overhead, the alarm droned, and red light pulsed.Owen glanced back at the lighted

control panel beside the door to the room where he had woken up. It read POD 12. Across the

way, a door panel read POD 13. Beyond it, the door read POD 15, and POD 17 past that.The

long corridor stretched out to the left and right, terminating at what looked like an airlock at



each end.“Hurry,” Bryce said as he sprinted down the hall. He paused and motioned to an open

door. “I’ll wake them. I need you to take them to this room and wait for me.”Catching up, Owen

read the screen beside the door:OBSERVATION 2.“Wake who?” Owen asked.“There’s no time

to explain,” Bryce said. He rushed to a door nearby that read POD 10 and pressed his thumb

into the control panel. The door swooshed open, revealing a room exactly like the one Owen

had awoken in. Seven glass cylinders sat on pedestals—six open, one closed.Bryce rushed to

the closed cylinder and placed his thumb on the panel beside it.When Owen caught up to him,

he scanned the screen, reading the log.Subject:

Winter World (The Long Winter Trilogy Book 1), Unidentified: A Science-Fiction Thriller,

Extinction Series (The Complete Collection), The Lost Colony (The Long Winter Trilogy Book

3), The Solar War (The Long Winter Trilogy Book 2), The Last Watch (The Divide Series Book

1), The Atlantis Gene: A Thriller (The Origin Mystery, Book 1), The Atlantis Plague: A Thriller

(The Origin Mystery, Book 2), The Atlantis World (The Origin Mystery, Book 3), The Fossil:

Science Fiction Thriller (Secrets Of Mars Book 1), Seeker, Quicksilver

L. D. Roy the Junior, “A Rarity Among Literary Mavels. Every once in awhile, a novel is released

that does something virtually impossible in today's "instant gratification" seeking, fast-paced

world. It not only allows one to escape from the daily grind of problems, questions, and daily

survival...It also, in a strange twist of psychological fate, causes/allows the reader to

simultaneously question the individual and group "pillars of choice" we've built our customs,

our cities, and our very lives on. However strong we may perceive these things to be, these

fabrics, weaved by the hands of humanity, are always but a sequence of events away from

unraveling.The Extinction Trials is much more than merely a work of entertaining science

fiction. It is the perseverance of the human spirit laid bare. It's a story of unexpected love, the

power of company, a reminder of the immeasurable importance of hope.So, prepare to laugh,

cry, pause to ponder, and to see a little bit of yourself portrayed within the lives and struggles

and choices of each character you meet. And, when you come to the end of this particular

adventure, I pray that, like me, you've discover a little bit more strength to keep going.Thank

you, A.G. Riddle, for such a gift as this.”

Morgaine, “Fast Slide on a Slippery Slope. I just finished this excellent read last night and was

left staring into space for a while. The story was well written with characters alive and the

settings very real--too real in some cases. This author knows how to get your attention and

keep it for as long as it takes to keep you hooked. I have read all this author's books before

(actually all the older ones) and am never bored or left wondering what the stories meant.

Author is as clear as clean water in this one. The factions in this story destroyed the planet and

were still fighting over who was to rule NOTHING! Does any of this sound just a bit familiar as

for our own planet? Highly recommend. Happy reading and thank you AG Riddle for another

wonderful read!”

(Babi), “Wow. I Really liked this book. First I read a review that said the ending was predictable

but I didn't find it so at all. I actually liked what happened at the end and it gave an intense and

interesting view of how we got "here". I found that it didn't repeat itself trying to cram the plot
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down your throat. I found that the main characters had good development and to be honest I

could see this being true. At any rate it's a good read.”

Graham T, “Just the usual from Mr Riddle. Absolute brilliance.. Every time I read this authors

work I think I've solved the riddle (no pun intended) only to discover I'm miles off.Plots within

plots, twists within twists, totally mind blowing.If this is the first A G Riddle book you have

purchased, I feel so sorry for you, but you have so much to look forward too.What's next ? Who

the hell knows ? But I can't wait.”

Chris solloway, “Almost 5 stars. I really like this story, the characters are all relatable and work

really well together. Everything in the story is our potential future. My only reason for not giving

5 stars is the bombshell ending. I don't want to ruin the end for anyone as to some it may be

amazing. I can't say how I would if made the ending as I'm not sure, it just wasn't for me.As I

said though I loved the rest of the story and always enjoy reading A.G Riddle.”
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